Three-dimensional (3D)-stacking technology and the memory-wall problem have popularized processingin-memory (PIM) concepts again, which offers the benefits of bandwidth and energy savings by offloading computations to functional units inside the memory. Several memory vendors have also started to integrate computation logics into the memory, such as Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC), the latest version of which supports up to 18 in-memory atomic instructions. Although industry prototypes have motivated studies for investigating efficient methods and architectures for PIM, researchers have not proposed a systematic way for identifying the benefits of instruction-level PIM offloading. As a result, compiler support for recognizing offloading candidates and utilizing instruction-level PIM offloading is unavailable. In this article, we analyze the advantages of instruction-level PIM offloading in the context of HMC-atomic instructions for graphcomputing applications and propose CAIRO, a compiler-assisted technique and decision model for enabling instruction-level offloading of PIM without any burden on programmers. To develop CAIRO, we analyzed how instruction offloading enables performance gain in both CPU and GPU workloads. Our studies show that performance gain from bandwidth savings, the ratio of number of cache misses to total cache accesses, and the overhead of host atomic instructions are the key factors in selecting an offloading candidate. Based on our analytical models, we characterize the properties of beneficial and nonbeneficial candidates for offloading. We evaluate CAIRO with 27 multithreaded CPU and 36 GPU benchmarks. In our evaluation, CAIRO not only doubles the speedup for a set of PIM-beneficial workloads by exploiting HMC-atomic instructions but also prevents slowdown caused by incorrect offloading decisions for other workloads. New article. Not an extension of a conference paper We gratefully acknowledge the support of National Science Foundation CCF-1337177 and CCF-1533767. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
of HMC-atomic instructions, we can apply the proposed technique to other instruction-level PIM offloading methods. Furthermore, although we investigate graph-computing applications because of their inefficient execution on modern systems, our analysis is also applicable to various applications. The key contributions of our article are as follows:
• We propose the first compile-time technique that selects PIM candidates for instructionlevel offloading in both CPU and GPU platforms.
• We conduct a unified study that ascertains benefits of instruction-level offloading for PIM on both host platforms of CPU and GPU.
• We propose analytical models for estimating the benefits of instruction-level PIM offloading.
• We evaluate CAIRO by simulating 27 multithreaded CPU and 36 GPU workloads. CAIRO shows up to 2× speedup for beneficial workloads and no slowdown for non-beneficial workloads.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background on approaches, HMC, and HMC-atomic instructions. Section 3 describes instruction-level PIM offloading benefits. Section 4 presents our compiler technique, and Section 5 summarizes our evaluation methodology and results. Section 6 illustrates a case study, and Section 7 summarizes previous PIM research. Finally, Section 8 concludes the article.
BACKGROUND

Instruction-Level PIM Offloading
Offloading computations to PIM units covers a broad range; in this article, we examine instructionlevel offloading to fixed functions. In instruction-level offloading, the granularity of offloading is an instruction and PIM units perform fixed-function operations; whereas in kernel-or functionlevel offloading, the granularity of offloading is a whole kernel or custom functions such as scatter/ gather and PIM units perform more complex operations. One of the main differences between the instruction-and kernel-level offloading is whether the memory controller maintains a program counter. In the instruction-level offloading, all the offloaded computation is sent by extending memory commands. Therefore, the memory controller does not require any program counter or capability to access to the instructions of the program. On the other hand, for kernel-level offloading, the memory controller maintains a program counter and must be able to fetch and decode instructions.
Although each approach has its own restrictions, advantages, and benefits, we focus on instruction-level offloading, the benefits of which are saving in bandwidth [29] , reducing latency [29] , increasing in the effective size of system caches, avoiding of the overhead of host atomic instructions [28] , exploiting of memory-level parallelism, an efficient and practical hardware design [3, 14, 28] , and increasing programmability [14, 28] . For instance, when we offload a host atomic instruction, the parameters of which do not have locality to PIM, first, we save bandwidth because we do not fetch the parameters of the instruction from the memory subsystem but instead transmit the instruction, the size of which is smaller than its parameters. Second, the latency decreases because instead of bringing the data from the memory, performing the operation in the processor, and writing it back again to the memory, we only transmit the instruction (in some cases we might also need an acknowledgment). Third, if the parameters are cache-unfriendly, by offloading we increase the effective size of the cache. In this article, we examine these benefits and identify how they correlate with the characteristics of instructions; then we propose a compilerassisted technique for identifying instruction-level offloading candidates. 
Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC)
HMC is a collection of DRAM dies with a CMOS logic die fabricated with 3D-stacking technology. The dies are vertically connected by several through-silicon vias (TSVs) that provide higher internal bandwidth, lower latency, and lower communication energy consumption within a cube than two-dimensional (2D) organizations [21, 37, 46] . Each die is divided into equal partitions, and a group of vertically connected partitions with a memory controller in the logic die is called a vault. To interface with the host processor, conventional DDRx uses the bus-based JEDEC protocol, whereas HMC uses its own communication packet, Flit. Flit-based communication enables HMC to use serialization and deserialization (SerDes) circuits and reach a higher external bandwidth of 480GB/s according to the HMC 2.0 specification [8] . Starting with HMC 2.0 (with 32 vaults), HMC supports 18 atomic instructions in addition to conventional memory tasks. For an HMC-atomic instruction, the memory controller of the corresponding vault basically performs three steps of operation: reads a data from a DRAM location, performs a computation on the data, and then writes back the result to the same DRAM location. According to the specification, memory controllers (i.e., PIM units) perform these steps or read-modify-write (RMW) operation atomically within an HMC package. That is, the corresponding DRAM bank is locked during the RMW operation, so requests to the same bank must wait and cannot be serviced. Moreover, all PIM operations must include only one memory operand, and RMW operations are performed on an immediate value and a memory operand. Table 1 shows HMC-atomic instructions supported in HMC 2.0: arithmetic, bitwise, Boolean, and comparison instructions. While the data size of these instructions is 16 bytes, some operations also support 8 bytes. Depending on the definition of a specific instruction, a response may or may not be returned. If the response is returned, it includes a flag that indicates whether the atomic operation was successful. Also, depending on the instruction, the original data (i.e., data before modification) may also be returned along with the response.
Supporting HMC-Atomic Instructions
2.3.1 Candidates for Offloading. As described in Section 2.2, HMC-atomic instructions perform RMW atomic operations on a single address. An offloading candidate is one instruction or a group of instructions that can be converted to HMC-atomic instructions. In general, HMC-atomic instructions support two types of offloading candidates: (A) a group of instructions in a single thread that perform RMW from/to a single location and (B) generic host atomic instructions. For the first type, a group of instructions must contain the following instructions: (i) a single load instruction reading data λ from a memory address, (ii) a simple compute operation on λ that can be mapped to an HMC-atomic instruction, and (iii) a single store instruction writing back λ to the same memory address. The second type of offloading candidates are generic host atomic instructions that inherently perform the aforementioned operations, such as CMPXCHG in x86, SWP in ARM, and atomicCAS in PTX. For the host atomic instructions that enforce fence semantics, we add a dependency to the return value of the converted HMC-atomic instruction to maintain correctness.
Burden on Programmers.
To identify and offload HMC-atomic instructions, the underlying architecture must identify offloading candidates that CAIRO detected during compilation. To carry out this task, we introduce two methods. The first method, similar to GraphPIM [28] , is to mark a memory region as the HMC offloading region and map the host atomic instructions to the corresponding HMC-atomic instructions in that region during execution. Thus, any host atomic instruction that accesses the region will be offloaded to the PIM. The second method, similar to PEI [3] , is to employ an ISA extension in the host processor for each HMC-atomic instruction. Without a compiler support, both methods place the burden of selecting offloading candidates or regions on the programmer. In fact, because identification of proper offloading candidates requires careful consideration of multiple factors such as cache performance, bandwidth consumption, and application behavior, this burden limits PIM applicability. In some cases, HMC-atomic instructions can violate memory consistency, but, as pointed out by others [26, 28] , graph-computing applications can safely use HMC-atomic instructions. This is because these applications perform read and atomic instructions at separate execution phases, which naturally prevents consistency violation. Section 6 provides an example of such applications. Therefore, to extend HMC-atomic instructions applicability to other applications, the only burden on a programmer is ensuring memory consistency when instructions are offloaded to HMC.
Cache Policy.
Because HMC-atomic instructions directly modify data within the HMC, we maintain a cache-bypassing policy that ensures a coherent view of offloading targets. In other words, marking the memory accesses of HMC-atomic instructions as uncacheable causes them to bypass the cache hierarchy and ensures that a single copy of offloading targets exists. Maintaining a cache-bypassing policy rather than full coherence caches is also more affordable in terms of design complexity. (Note that only HMC-atomic instructions bypass caches; the remaining instructions use the unmodified cache policy of the host.) In fact, following this policy, a programmer should allocate irregular data all together to minimize the negative effect of uncaching cache-friendly data. In this article, irregular data are allocated altogether, similar to GraphPIM [29] . To support the cache-bypassing policy, we can utilize existing uncacheable (UC) memory support in x86 architectures [20] . This feature marks corresponding physical pages as uncacheable by setting system registers (such as MTRRs [20] ) through the operating systems [28] . In addition to x86, to support the cache-bypassing policy, other architectures should support a similar feature. The only difference between sparse and allocated data in CAIRO would be maintaining a fine-grained coherence cache policy that increases the complexity. The performance overhead as a result of such complexity depends on the exact coherency mechanism of the underlying architecture, which is an orthogonal problem. In fact, allocating irregular data together simplifies big-data programs, and it is a common practice [28] .
HMC-Atomic Instruction Extensions.
The current HMC specification supports up to 18 simple HMC-atomic instructions with the signed addition operation as the most complex. In our simulation, each operation in the ALU of a vault takes 3 cycles. During the operation (i.e., read, modify, and write), the corresponding DRAM bank is locked to ensure consistency. Also, additional RMW requests to a vault will be queued in a FIFO buffer within the vault to be serviced when the ALU is free and the corresponding bank has no outstanding requests. (In our studies, the required buffer size do not exceed 10 entries per vault.) To determine possible extensions to current HMC-atomic instructions, we also add a low-cost, high-latency, single-precision (32-bit) floating-point addition instruction to the HMC-atomic instructions. We integrate a floating-point addition to the ALU within each vault with 40-cycle latency. Such integration has been done before [3, 28] , and we verify that its implementation does not violate any power or area constraints.
Graph-Computing Applications
Several real-world computing problems employ graphs (e.g., social networks and web graphs) for processing large-scale network data. The diversity and unique characteristics of graph-computing applications causes different computation behaviors such as graph traversals with a large number of irregular memory accesses, rich property graphs with heavy computations similar to regular applications, and dynamic graphs with irregular memory accesses and dynamic memory footprints [30] . In this article, we examine graph-computing applications because of their inefficient execution on modern systems and their potential for PIM offloading [2, 28] . We extend Graph-PIM [28] to GPU workloads and propose CAIRO for identifying offloading candidates for both CPU and GPU workloads without any burden on programmers. Although we investigate graphcomputing applications, the proposed technique and methodology is applicable to other applications. We leave such thorough analysis to future work and focus on graph-computing applications in this article.
BENEFITS OF OFFLOADING 3.1 Bandwidth Savings
Instruction-level offloading to HMC saves bandwidth for three reasons: (i) we do not fetch unnecessary cache-line data from memory, (ii) we issue one HMC-atomic instruction instead of issuing one load and one store instruction to the memory, and (iii) we might save more bandwidth because we would prevent future coherence messages regarding the data of the cache line. We ensure offloading targets are cache-unfriendly; therefore, bringing their data into caches is redundant and wastes system resources. In our technique, we ensure that a candidate is cache-unfriendly by profiling its last level cache (LLC) miss ratio that is defined as MR LLC = Number of LLC misses / Number of LLC accesses .
To estimate the bandwidth savings from the offloading of HMC-atomic instruction, first, we describe the communication protocol of HMC and then we provide an analytical model for offchip bandwidth. HMC follows a packet-based communication protocol; a packet consists of 16-byte flow units called flits [8] . Table 2 summarizes the packet sizes for regular memory requests and HMC-atomic instructions. Now, assume an application with a single offloading candidate. Let N c be the number of times that the application executes the candidate. Also, let N reg be the number of times that the application executes regular memory requests. Assume α and β are the average LLC hit ratio (i.e., 1 − MR LLC ) of the offloading candidate and regular memory requests, respectively. In a case without instruction-level offloading support, both the candidate and regular memory requests and responses (read or write) will consume 6 flits (See Table 2 ). Therefore, the regular bandwidth usage (BW reg ) for the application is
(1)
BW reg : Regular bandwidth usage (without offloading) N c : Number of the candidate execution N r eд : Number of the regular memory requests execution α: Average LLC hit ratio of the candidate β: Average LLC hit ratio of regular memory requests
In this equation, each execution of the offloading candidate contains one read and write instruction, so we multiply N c by 2. When we perform a single HMC-atomic instruction, we typically require three or four flits. By assuming a total packet size of δ flits for a single execution of the offloading candidate (request and response), the bandwidth usage with offloading (BW offload ) is
BW offload : Bandwidth usage with offloading δ : Total packet size of request and response for offloading a candidate in flits Therefore, bandwidth savings with offloading is
Figure 1 illustrates situations in which offloading saves bandwidth for two different δ values. As shown, the cache hit ratio and offloading type of a candidate determine the amount of bandwidth savings. In fact, the cache hit ratio for various candidates depends on the bandwidth requirements, system cache hierarchy, and offloading target localities of each. Our simple analytical model shows that the candidate locality and its type are key factors in the amount of bandwidth savings.
Bandwidth-Savings Performance Benefits
Increased bandwidth available to the memory has a positive impact on the performance of an application for two reasons: (i) each memory request has shorter latency because of the reduced queuing delay, and (ii) the application can issue more memory requests in a cycle. From a system perspective, both reasons are translated into shorter latency of memory accesses. However, from an application perspective, if issuing more memory requests is currently limited by the low bandwidth of memory, providing more memory bandwidth leads to improvement in performance because these types of applications (bandwidth-sensitive applications) exploit memory-level parallelism (MLP) . For applications such as compute-intensive applications, however, enabling more bandwidth has a small impact on performance (bandwidth-insensitive applications). Offloading using HMC-atomic instructions provides more available bandwidth to applications. Bandwidth-sensitive applications gain a major performance benefit by exploiting free bandwidth enabled by bandwidth savings, but this is not true for bandwidth-insensitive applications, as Figure 2 depicts. This conceptual graph shows the performance benefit when the bandwidth of a system increases by a factor of Y and Z . The lines represent a collection of applications with various average bandwidth utilizations that spans the range of zero to the peak bandwidth of the system (SystemBW peak ). We define average bandwidth of an application with BW avg = (n access × size access )/t exe , in which n access is the number of accesses, size access is the average size of accesses, and t exe is the application execution time. Bandwidth-sensitive applications naturally have higher average bandwidth utilization than bandwidth-insensitive applications, so they reside on the right side of the graph, where BW avg Syst emBW peak is high. If we increase SystemBW peak , bandwidth-sensitive applications experience a performance gain, while bandwidth-insensitive applications are not susceptible to the bandwidth increment. In other words, offloading provides bandwidth savings, which has the same effect as increasing SystemBW peak . If an application is on the left side of the graph (i.e., the bandwidth of the application is less than a threshold), offloading will not result in any performance benefit; thus, the offloading decision must ensure that the required bandwidth for the application exceeds a certain threshold. In the figure, this threshold value is t 0 . The exact value of this threshold depends on the application, architecture, and programming model. In Section 5.2, we will see that CPU workloads tend to be on the left side of the graph, whereas GPU workloads tend to be on the right side.
Cache-Related Benefits
Executing HMC-atomic instructions increases the effective cache size by offloading cacheunfriendly data. We ensure that the offloading candidate is cache-unfriendly by using a cacheprofiling tool. As pointed out in Section 2.3.3, the data of offloaded HMC-atomic instructions are identified as uncacheable, so they bypass the cache hierarchy and allow more effective use of cache space. Bypassing the cache also prevents the overhead of unnecessary cache-checking time for the data of offloading candidates, as GraphPIM [28] showed with a detailed breakdown of applications execution. We will discuss these points in more detail in the evaluati on section.
Preventing the Overhead of Host Atomic Instructions
In ARM and x86 architectures, generic atomic instructions incur substantial overhead because of their consistency and ILP restrictions [28, 44] . Moreover, AMD and NVIDIA GPU architectures contain this overhead [10, 35] . To ascertain the extent of the overhead in atomic instructions, similar to Nai's evaluation [28] , we conducted a real machine experiment on an Intel Xeon E5-2620 using graph-processing kernels. We create micro-benchmarks that perform one iteration of each kernel using either generic atomic instructions (atomic) or regular instructions (nonatomic) and then execute both versions. 2 Figure 3 shows that kernels that the use host atomic instructions suffer 23% more on average in speedup than kernels that use regular reads and writes. This overhead is mainly because atomic instructions stall the pipeline and drain write buffer to ensure consistency. Furthermore, the accessed data could be in the shared state in other processors, so another source of overhead is due to cache invalidation and coherence traffic. Because HMC-atomic instructions exploit MLP and the programming model of target applications does not require strict sequential consistency (SC) 3 , the execution of atomic operation will have less overhead than their execution on a host [26, 28, 29] . 
COMPILER HEURISTICS
In this section, we develop heuristics and propose CAIRO, a profiling-based compile-time technique for instruction-level PIM offloading. To select proper offloading candidates, CAIRO examines the application for eligible candidates, estimates the cache miss ratio of each candidate with a cache profiler, and performs analyses to make offloading decisions.
Bandwidth-Insensitive Applications Analysis
HMC-atomic instructions enable the benefits of cache bypassing and remove the overhead of host atomic instructions for bandwidth-insensitive applications, as Section 3 discussed. To determine the impact of cache bypassing on performance, a key factor is the LLC miss ratio of offloading candidates. Bypassing the cache for a candidate with a low cache miss ratio causes performance degradation, whereas offloading for a candidate with a high cache miss ratio provides these benefits without the negative effect of cache bypassing. In fact, because of the low-locality of offloaded data, each execution of a candidate in the non-offloading case incurs two high-latency accesses to the memory (one read and one write back). In other words, offloading hides high-latency accesses by exploiting MLP and provides more bandwidth to the application. Let us assume an application has one eligible candidate for offloading. If the candidate has a higher miss ratio, the application speedup gain by offloading it would be higher than the same candidate with a lower miss ratio. In Figure 4 , we show a first-order approximation of the relationship between the LLC miss ratio of an offloading candidate and its performance speedup (the offloading over non-offloading case). In this relationship, MR th is the cutoff miss ratio, which is lower than some miss ratios, with which the offloading of the candidate improves speedup. For bandwidth-insensitive applications, we can approximately represent the speedup (SU MR ) and the miss ratio of a candidate (MR) as SU MR = f (MR), where f (x ) defines a linear relationship. Furthermore, MR th is determined when SU MR equals zero.
Another benefit of offloading for bandwidth-insensitive applications is preventing the overhead of host atomic instructions. The amount of speedup gain from removing this overhead depends on the density of host atomic instructions per memory region (ρ H A ). Therefore, a first-order approximation of speedup (SU H A ) from preventing this overhead is SU H A = д(ρ H A ), where д(x ) defines a linear relationship. Now, since these two source of benefits, SU MR and SU H A , are independent, gained speedup (SU tot ) from offloading a candidate totals where C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are machine-dependent constants. In particular, C 2 depends on the architecture and its associated overhead for host atomic instructions. We measure machine-dependent constants with a single execution of a micro-benchmark on a machine. In Figure 4 , we show the offloading speedup for the same application with a different density of host atomic instruction. Because offloading also removes the overhead, the application variant with larger ρ HA has a smaller cutoff miss ratio (MR th ) than the other variant. In CAIRO, for bandwidth-insensitive applications, we use Equation (4), or miss-ratio analysis, to check if offloading a candidate is beneficial.
Bandwidth-Sensitive Applications Analysis
In addition to the miss ratio analysis, we should also determine the performance gain from bandwidth savings for bandwidth-sensitive applications in our offloading decision (see Section 3.2). Similar to bandwidth-insensitive applications, we employ the same approach based on the LLC miss ratio of the candidate to determine the speedup from offloading. Moreover, because bandwidth-sensitive applications also gain speedup from bandwidth savings, and the amount of bandwidth savings is directly dependent on the miss ratio of the candidate, such savings are important in the offloading decision. To analyze this gain, for a given cache miss ratio of a candidate, we have three decision regions, shown conceptually in Figure 5 . If the miss ratio is lower than a certain threshold (MissRatio L ) because the candidate has a high cache locality, we do not offload the candidate. Also, if the miss ratio is higher than another threshold (MissRatio H ), since the performance benefits discussed in Section 4.1 is guaranteed, we offload the candidate. However, if the miss ratio is between the MissRatio L and the MissRatio H , determining the offloading decision requires more analysis. In Figure 2 , bandwidth-sensitive applications are on the right side of the diagram, so they experience more improvement in performance with more bandwidth savings. We model this behavior using normalized bandwidth savings (BW saving ) as where BW saving and BW reg is calculated as it was in Equation (3). Now, we represent speedup from the bandwidth savings with a first-order approximation as
SU BW : Speedup from bandwidth savings (bandwidth-sensitive applications) BW saving : Normalized bandwidth savings
where M 1 and M 2 are machine-dependent constants. We determine the performance gain from bandwidth savings by using Equation (6), or BW-saving analysis. In summary, for the bandwidthsensitive applications, if the miss ratio is between MissRatio L and MissRatio H , we use Equation (6) for the offloading decision. Otherwise, if the miss ratio is larger than MissRatio H we offload; and, if the miss ratio is smaller than MissRatio L , we do not offload. In this article, for MissRatio H and MissRatio L we use conservative values of 30% and 80%, respectively. A conservative estimation of these values increases false positives in performing BW-savings analysis, but it will avoid cases in which offloading the candidate hurts performance. Note that the described analysis occurs after analysis of Equation (4), and total speedup is calculated from the sum of SU BW and SU tot . However, for bandwidth-sensitive applications, SU BW has the highest contribution in the total speedup.
Eligibility Test
HMC-atomic instructions support two types of offloading candidates: a group of instructions that perform RMW and host atomic instructions. Following the HMC specifications, we perform the eligibility test, which consists of a candidate density test that filters out low-density candidates on the instructions of the application to select eligible offloading candidates. The eligibility test consists of the following:
(a) Read-modify-write (RMW) test: Ensures that the outcome of converting an RMW operation on a single target is an HMC-atomic instruction, as pointed out in Section 2.3.1. Therefore, the existence of all of RMW operation components on the single target is essential. Moreover, this test also checks that offloading the RMW to PIM does not violate sequential consistency. (b) Simple-operation (SO) test: Ensures that HMC supports the operation performed on a candidate. Currently, HMC supports simple atomic operations (Table 1) . As discussed in Section 2.3.4, we added the floating-point addition instruction to the HMC-atomic instructions. (c) Direct-address limitation (DAL) test: Ensures that HMC-atomic instructions contain a direct memory address for read and write operations (i.e., the address of the operand is embedded in the instruction code or is accessible during execution); thus, load and store instructions must follow this limitation. For instance, lw $1, ($10) fails this test because the value of register $1 is loaded from the memory location whose address is given by the contents of register $10.
Ensures that the size of the data on which an HMC-atomic instruction does computation is 16 or 8 bytes (see Section 2.2). Therefore, the data field cannot contain multiple variables or a variable larger than 16 bytes. (e) Candidate-density (CD) test: Ensures that the density of offloading candidates per memory region exceeds a certain amount so that the performance impact of their offloading will not be negligible. Note that this is the minimum requirement of the candidate density, and we will still evaluate Equation (4) during miss ratio analysis.
Summary of CAIRO
To select proper offloading candidates, CAIRO performs the steps shown in Figure 6 . Before running CAIRO, we run a set of micro-benchmarks that ascertain machine-dependent constants for our analytical models and the host cache hierarchy. A micro-benchmark is a kernel that constitutes an offloading candidate with a configurable cache miss ratio. For each architecture, we run the micro-benchmark once to determine machine-dependent constants, which also can be provided by vendors. Therefore, the overhead of determining the machine-dependent constants is negligible. After that, we utilize a simple profiler that estimates the LLC miss ratio of memory accesses and average bandwidth utilization of each candidate during the entire application runtime. 4 (Average bandwidth is roughly calculated from the number of misses and the approximation of execution time.) Meanwhile, CAIRO also performs the eligibility test to identify eligible offloading candidates. Note that the eligibility test is the only step in CAIRO that depends on the details of the , denoted "BW-savings analysis" and "miss-ratio analysis" in Figure 6 ). As discussed, candidates in bandwidth-sensitive applications might need an extra analysis for the selection. Finally, for each candidate and its associated memory region, CAIRO determines if offloading is beneficial and makes a decision.
EVALUATION
Evaluation Methodology
Because HMC 2.0 hardware is not publicly available, we evaluate CAIRO by performing detailed timing simulation. To simulate the host-side CPU/GPU architecture, we use MacSim [1], a cyclelevel architecture simulator that supports both CPUs and GPUs. To simulate DRAM timings, network contentions, the HMC structure, and HMC-atomic instructions, we use an in-house 3D stacked memory simulator based on DRAMSim2 [43] , VaultSim. We validated the performance results of VaultSim using a real prototype of HMC 1.1. We use the Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [40] as the simulation framework for connecting MacSim and VaultSim. Table 3 shows the configuration of experiments. We model a processor with 16 out-of-order cores, a GPU with 15 SMs, and an 8 GB HMC that follows the specifications of HMC 2.0 [8, 21, 24, 37, 42] .
In our evaluation, we use the benchmarks from GraphBIG [30] , a comprehensive benchmark suite covering a wide scope of graph-computing applications for both CPU and GPU. Table 4 shows the selected benchmarks that passed the eligibility test. 5 To illustrate why CAIRO does not offload candidates for benchmarks with a low density of candidates (i.e., benchmarks that fail the CD test), we also include them in our evaluation. In brief, nine benchmarks are included with nine CPU workloads and 12 GPU workloads. Note that the same kernel in a GPU (e.g., BFS) might have different algorithmic implementations (e.g., BFS-twc, BFS-dwc, or BFS-ttc for GPU) [5, 30] . To better understand the impact of the cache miss ratio and bandwidth savings, we also generate new workloads with different cache miss ratios for their candidates by integrating a random variable in the simulator while maintaining the same program behavior. To distinguish these workloads, we annotated the end of the name of each workload with "-H" for the original workload, "-M" for medium miss ratio setting, and "-L" for low miss ratio setting. We use the LDBC graph [11] (1 M vertices, 900 MB memory footprint) as the input set of the benchmarks. We evaluate 27 and 36 workloads for CPUs and GPUs, respectively, shown in Table 4 . In our evaluations, profiling is done once per workload. Similar to any profiling-based optimizations, selecting a representative input set is critical. Unless a new dataset dramatically changes the cache behavior, reprofiling is not necessary. In a real implementation, profiling overhead is associated with tools such as Pin and Perf, which are widely used and mature enough.
Note that after CAIRO identifies a candidate and marks its offloading region, the offloading process on both GPU and CPU is the same. In other words, when a candidate memory instruction (i.e., either a host atomic instruction or an instruction resulting from converting a group of instructions) accesses a region that is marked to be offloaded, the memory controller, instead of issuing regular memory instruction to the HMC, issues the corresponding HMC-atomic instruction by modifying the type of the request. Furthermore, since HMC acknowledges the success or failure of the offloaded atomic instruction, adding dependency to such instructions is similar to regular memory requests. Although GPU workloads might fully utilize functional units in the HMC and create a performance bottleneck, we did not observe such a bottleneck.
Evaluation of Bandwidth Sensitivity
While bandwidth-sensitive applications gain improvement in performance by increasing available bandwidth, bandwidth-insensitive applications do not, as discussed in Section 3.2. To illustrate this point (similar to Figure 2) , we measure improvements in speedup when available bandwidth doubles for all workloads (from 8 to 16 GB/s), shown in Figure 7 . Each marker in the figure corresponds to one workload, and the marker shape represents CPU and GPU platforms. As shown, when available bandwidth doubles, CPU workloads have significantly low bandwidth utilization, so they gain negligible speedup. 6 By contrast, when bandwidth doubles, GPU workloads have high bandwidth utilization and their performance is sensitive. Therefore, similar to Figure 2 , Figure 7 shows that while CPU workloads constitute bandwidth-insensitive applications, GPU workloads constitute bandwidth-sensitive applications. For each workload, CAIRO, using micro-benchmarks and the cache profiler, identifies the type of the target application, and performs analyses, illustrated in Figure 6 . For the workloads in this article, the distinction between bandwidth-sensitive and bandwidth-insensitive applications naturally divides CPU and GPU workloads. However, in exceptional cases, for an accurate estimation CAIRO needs a recognition decision from a programmer/ vendor.
Evaluation of CPU Workloads
CPU workloads, shown in Figure 7 , constitute bandwidth-insensitive applications. For bandwidthinsensitive applications, Section 3 explained that offloading enables improvements in performance because of bypassing the cache and removing the overhead of host atomic instructions, both of which rely on the cache miss ratio of offloading candidates. To make offloading decisions, CAIRO derives machine-dependent constants in Equation (4) by performing an experiment with a microbenchmark that has one offloading candidate and using a linear regression. Figure 8 shows the offloading speedup with various LLC miss ratios of the candidate in the micro-benchmark and the resulting line from the linear regression, represented by the line marked "CPU + atomic", from which CAIRO derives the constants. For demonstration, we also perform the same experiment by assuming zero overhead for host atomic instructions (the line marked "CPU + no-atomic"). As illustrated in Figures 4 and 8 , because offloading prevents the nontrivial overhead of host atomic instructions, the cutoff miss ratio (MR th-no-atomic ) of the no-atomic version is larger than that of the atomic version (MR th-atomic ). In our evaluation, while MR th-atomic remains around 30%, MR th-no-atomic exceeds 55%. We conclude that the overhead of host atomic instructions is one of the key factors in determining offloading decisions.
After deriving the machine-dependent constants for miss-ratio analysis, CAIRO performs missratio analysis and makes offloading decisions for CPU or bandwidth-insensitive workloads. To illustrate, Figure 9 shows all the workloads and the line for the miss-ratio analysis, which is the resulting line from the linear regression ("CPU + atomic" line in Figure 8 ). As shown, for workloads with a miss ratio lower than the cutoff miss ratio (MR th−atomic ), CAIRO decides to not offload their candidates, whereas for workloads, for which miss ratio exceeds the cutoff miss ratio, CAIRO offloads candidates. As pointed out in Section 5.1, to explain why CAIRO does not offload candidates with low density per memory region (i.e., those that fail the CD test so they are not eligible candidates), we also evaluate workloads that contain these kind of candidates, such as KCORE-M/L, TC-M/L, and BC-M. In Figure 9 , we observe that these workloads experience almost no speedup with offloading; thus, CAIRO filters them out during the CD test.
Offloading decisions of CAIRO and resulting speedup are summarized in Figure 10 . The results are sorted by the average LLC miss ratio of candidates in each workload. As mentioned in Section 5.1, for the evaluation, we generate workloads with different cache miss ratios and marked them with "-H" for the original workload, "-M" for a medium miss ratio setting, and "-L" for a low miss ratio setting. 7 In the evaluation, we compare CAIRO with two naïve methods: (i) disabling offloading, denoted as the "no-offloading" method; and (ii) offloading all eligible candidates, denoted as the "all-offloading" method. We observe that while the "all-offloading" decision is beneficial for high miss ratio settings, it degrades performance for low miss ratio settings. By contrast, the "no-offloading" decision misses the opportunity for performance speedup in the high miss ratio setting. However, CAIRO realizes the opportunity and makes an offloading decision that leads to improved performance. The turning point of CAIRO decisions occurs between PRank-M and KCORE-M. CAIRO offloads the candidates with cache miss ratios higher than this point, except for low-density candidates, the workloads of which are marked with a "*" in Figure 10 . Note that since we evaluate the building blocks (i.e., kernels) of graph-computing applications, our workloads have one potential candidate in each kernel that is executed several times (e.g., see Section 6). A complex graph-computing application in a graph framework performs several traversals, computations, and updates, which is a mix of the building blocks. In Figure 10 , we observe that CAIRO identifies potential candidates, and, based on their characteristics, makes the correct decision. In sum, for all CPU workloads, CAIRO achieves optimized offloading decisions and close-to-optimal performance improvements.
Evaluation of GPU Workloads
GPU workloads constitute bandwidth-sensitive applications, as shown in Figure 7 . As discussed in Section 3.2, bandwidth-sensitive applications also gain speedup from bandwidth saving. Therefore, CAIRO, after the miss-ratio analysis, performs the BW-saving analysis to make the offloading decision. Section 4.2 explained that after miss-ratio analysis, CAIRO divides the miss ratio range to three decision regions. Figure 11 shows the miss-ratio analysis for GPU workloads. To conservatively mark the decision regions, we perform miss-ratio analysis on two workloads at the two ends of the spectrum (i.e., in which the benefits of offloading for BFS-ttc starts at the smallest cache miss ratio, while same benefits for PRank starts at the highest cache miss ratio). Based on our findings, for MissRatio H and MissRatio L , we use conservative values of 30% and 80%, respectively. The low miss ratio region always hurts performance, and the high miss ratio region always improves performance. For the middle region, because of the uncertainty in the speedup result from miss-ratio analysis, BW-saving analysis is necessary. CAIRO estimates the speedup of bandwidth-sensitive applications by driving machine-dependent constants in Equation (6) by performing an experiment with a micro-benchmark and using a linear regression. Figure 12 illustrates with these datasets in a reasonable time, we ensured their behavior, and so CAIRO decisions remain the same by profiling them.
48:19 the micro-benchmark experiment, resulting line from the linear regression, and all the workloads in a single graph. We derive machine-dependent constants of M 1 and M 2 in Equation (6) from the dotted line in the figure. The figure shows that bandwidth-sensitive applications achieve higher improvement in performance with more bandwidth savings. By utilizing bandwidth savings as a key metric, CAIRO differentiates workloads and makes the appropriate offloading decision. Figure 13 summarizes applying CAIRO to GPU workloads, which are sorted according to bandwidth savings of each workload when we offload their candidates. Note that each kernel in the GPU version has multiple algorithmic implementations in which program behavior is not the same [5, 32] (e.g., for BFS:BFS-twc, BFS-dwc, or BFS-ttc [5, 30] ). Similar to the CPU evaluation, we compare our technique with two methods: disabling offloading (no-offloading method) and offloading all eligible candidates (all-offloading method). As results show, although different benchmarks have different bandwidth sensitivity, higher bandwidth savings enables more improvements in Fig. 13 . Summary of GPU workloads with CAIRO (extra BW-saving analysis step is done for benchmarks with "-M"). performance. Therefore, on the low bandwidth-savings side of the figure, the "all-offloading" method causes degradation in performance from unnecessary offloading, while at the high bandwidth-savings side, the "no-offloading" method misses the opportunity for performance improvements. However, CAIRO achieves the optimized offloading decision and performance for the workloads. Note that, for CPU workloads, although offloading enables bandwidth savings, CPU workloads do not gain speedup from it, as shown in Figure 7 . CPU workloads gain the most of their speedup from bypassing the cache and avoiding the overhead of host atomic instructions, whereas, besides mentioned sources, GPU workloads also gain benefit from bandwidth savings. Figures 14 and 15 show code snippets of the breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm [30] for GPUs and CPUs, respectively [29] . The algorithm traverses a given graph and visits all of its vertices once while checking and updating their properties (graph property [29] ). The graph traversal code goes through a loop that iterates over its steps in a synchronized way. For the GPU version, the application creates an initial frontier list of vertices and launches a CUDA kernel for each BFS step. Then, it starts a thread for each vertex, and, if the vertex is in the frontier, its neighbors will be checked and updated. Meanwhile, any unseen neighbor is added to the next frontier. In this algorithm, since all threads access vertices concurrently, the bandwidth requirement is significantly high. The traversing of the neighbor list, which accesses the graph property, has a low cache hit ratio in addition to high memory bandwidth requirements. Hence, the code for checking the graph property is a good candidate for offloading. In fact, each thread generates two HMC-atomic instructions. For each thread, the generated HMC-atomic instructions are data independent; therefore, their execution is overlapped. Similar to the GPU case, for the CPU case the statements modifying the graph property are offloaded to memory. However, in the CPU case, the HMC-atomic instruction is inserted by converting a generic host atomic instruction. Moreover, statements following the host atomic instruction are also offloaded because of a low cache miss ratio. In the CPU case, the second HMC-atomic instruction is dependent on the first. Therefore, the second HMC-atomic instruction is executed only after the completion of the first HMC-atomic instruction. Although this dependency between HMC-atomic instructions limits their concurrent execution, it prevents the overhead of host atomic instructions.
A CASE STUDY
RELATED WORK
PIM was initiated decades ago with several research proposals and fabricated chips [13, 17, 22, 33, 36] . However, because of fabrication difficulties and less immediate needs, PIM was not adopted widely by the industry. Recent advances in 3D stacking technology have reignited interest in PIM. For instance, multiple industry designs such as Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [6, 21, 37] , High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [25, 27] , and Active Memory Cube (AMC) [31] have been developed. Moreover, academia has started to investigate PIM and HMC in particular [2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 15, 16, 19, 23, 24, 28, 46] . For instance, in PEI [3] , Ahn et al. proposed a fixed-function PIM for CPU. To support a set of PIM operations, they add custom-hardware designs to both host processors and memory hierarchies. In PEI, according to runtime locality monitoring in the custom hardware, PIM operations will either be processed in the host processor or be offloaded to memory. CAIRO exceeds the performance gain of PEI with less complexity for CPU benchmarks. Nai et al. discussed this gain in more details in their GraphPIM paper [28] . In TOP-PIM [46] , Zhang et al. utilized APUs as both host processors and PIM processors. TOP-PIM builds a performance prediction methodology for GPU kernels when they are offloaded to PIM using machine-learning models. While TOP-PIM studies kernel-level offloading to PIM units that have the same computation power and features, CAIRO studies instruction-level offloading to PIM units that have simple computational units based on the HMC 2.0 specification. Nai et al. in GraphPIM [28] followed the HMC specification and selected instruction-level offloading candidates manually for a set of graph-computing benchmarks on CPU. However, they did not propose any mechanisms that determine offloading candidates and their selection for GPU applications.
Despite numerous proposals about PIM architectures, little effort has been invested in compiler support for instruction-level offloading of PIM. Most recent research proposals rely on the skills of programmers to properly utilize PIM functionality. However, as both software and PIM architecture become increasingly complex, such a task will become more sophisticated and error-prone. To the best of our knowledge, the most relevant work in identifying characteristics for offloading targets is transparent offloading and mapping (TOM) [19] . Hsieh et al. studied how to efficiently offload code sections (i.e., kernel-level offloading) in a system with multiple 3D stacked memories, whereas CAIRO studies instruction-level offloading. In fact, Hsieh et al. provided a straightforward compiler-based analysis based on cost-benefit calculations that measures potential bandwidth savings in offloading a block of data. TOM focuses more on the benefits enabled by bandwidth savings of full-programmable PIM cores. Thus, it is less applicable for instruction-level PIM offloading and is inherently different from CAIRO. In addition to bandwidth-savings analysis, CAIRO introduces the overhead of host atomic instruction and the density of the candidates in the offloading decision and provides a systematic way for identifying offloading candidates.
CONCLUSION
Numerous hardware studies have been devoted to PIM research because of the recent advances in 3D-stacking technology, which has motivated various hardware proposals and designs. However, few studies have focused on compiler support for PIM or recognized the benefits of instructionlevel offloading. To address this research gap, we proposed CAIRO, a technique that selects instruction-level offloading candidates in the context of soon-to-be commercially available HMC 2.0. Although we showcase HMC for evaluations, CAIRO targets enabling generic instruction-level offloading for PIM. This is because, in CAIRO, only the eligibility test depends on a PIM architecture specifications. CAIRO, which investigates and models the benefits of instruction-level offloading, is composed of a cache profiler, a compile-time analysis phase, and benefit analysis models. The key factors in offloading decisions are the cache miss ratio of candidates, the bandwidth savings of offloading, and the density of offloading candidates per memory region. By evaluating 63 workloads from graph-computing applications (27 for CPU and 36 for GPU) and measuring improvements in the performance of CAIRO over that of two naïve methods of always-offloading and no-offloading cases, we successfully demons trated the effectiveness of this technique.
